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Preparing Municipal Managers to Work Better - Not Harder 

"Always do right. This will gratify saw of the people 
and astonish the rest." 

Ten years ago, a special camnittee, assanbled by Guvemor Michael Dukakis to 
ascertain managerial needs of Massachusetts cities and towns, took Mark 
main's advice. Committee recommendations and follow-up study led to the 
establishment of an "Incentive Aid Program" for cities, towns, and local 
school districts, which focused on improving municipal management. State 
officials hoped the program would bring about permanent cost savings, 
increased municipal government effectiveness, and enhanced management 
capacity. The Governor asked the Executive Office of Communities and 
Development (EOCD) to oversee implementation of Incentive Aid Program 
operations. 

This EECD program opportunity prmpted Mayor Richard E . Neal of Springfield 
(MA) to convene an executive camnittee to inventory the managerial needs of 
the city and to offer a plan intended to address needs identified. An infoml 
executive committee was organized in January 1986 to take the initiatives 
required. The Committee combined forces with corporate leaders in the 
community and University of Massachusetts at Amherst faculty already working 
in the camunity to survey current and long-range needs. The needs survey 
resulted in a proposal to EED to acccarrplish four aims: 

1. to bring together academic, corporate, and municipal expertise in order to 
provide a unique in-service training experience for the managers of all 
units within Springfield's city gwenrment; 

2. to coordinate planning, resource acquisition, resource utilization, and 
ccamrunication within Springfield' s city gavennu3nt mre effectively; 

3 .  to manage change initiatives in ways that reflected an awareness of the 
rich literature pertaining to adopting newl~nagemnt techniques; 

4. to improve cost effectiveness in the delivery of varied municipal 
services. 

The proposal was successful and facilitated a series of productive actions. 

It is the overarching purpose of this paper to report relationships between 
managerial change strategies and tactics anplayed aver a tm-year period and 
subsequent effects upon management practices in Springfield's municipal 
govanmmt. More specifically, the paper: identifies problems addressed; n-cdus 
operandi implmted; specific consequences of actions taken; and finally, 
provides a prescriptive set of organizational conditions for generalizing the 
municipal developtlent n-cdel described here to other government settings. 
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THE MUNICIPAL C w  

Springfield, a city of about 158,000 residents, is located in the Connecticut 
River Valley of Western Massachusetts. The city, with an annual budget in 
excess of $200 million, is the largest employer in the region. Salient 
elentats of the municipal government are: 

- a Plan A, Strong Mayor (tm year term) form of government which invests 
considerable executive authority for fiscal, developm~tal, and overall 
administrative control with "the Mayor; 

- a nine-member City Council, elected at large for two-year tents, oversees 
zoning and special warrants and also reviews the Mayor's annual budget; 

- mre than 30 dif f e m t  departments which facilitate camnunity business; 
- 26 anplayee unions which met needs of many municipal employees. 

Residents of the community have been the beneficiaries of ccmptent, hard- 
wrking, and scandal-free camrmnity leadership for decades. 

The Strong Mayor ( Plan A) f orm of g-t requires that the Mayor became 
involved in a variety of complex, technical, and financial issues: from 
setting the budget, to negotiating labor contracts, to the usual -a1 
duties of such an elected office. In addition, the Mayor sets policy of 
econdc developrrent, housing, and ccmnmity revitalization, and is mst often 
a key player in negotiating with developers and providing leadership in 
planning and ccmmmity developrent. 

These responsibilities require that individual department heads have both 
access and influence with the Mayor. Nan intenwdiaries are situated be- 
the departmental offices and the Mayor's office, which becomes a plus and a 
minus at different times. The arrangement facilitates ccarmunication during 
tims when "big decisions" need to be mde. The arrangmt is cumbersm when 
routine business is transacted because of the larye n m k r  of deparbxmts. 

Although there are no precise personal characteristics which m d d  distinguish 
Springfield's municipal m g e r s  frcan other appointed local officials in other 
settings, the following perceptions of the authors might shed light on factors 
which seem to be related to the groups' readiness for the change interventions 
described later in the paper: 

1. Although most of Springfield's managers have lengthy tenure in their 
d e w - ,  they are not unionized and serve "at the will " of the Mayor. 
Hence, job s m i t y  depends on consistent performance. 

2. -1 government has been untainted by widespread scandal, abuse of 
per, etc. 

3. Springfield rranagers are typically experienced, professionally trained, 
attend regional and national conferences, serve varied professional 
societies, and regard the technical performance of their duties with 
pride. Hence, they tend to be mre "cosmopolitan" and share mn traits in 
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ccmmn with their private counterparts in a big city setting than most 
wuld realize. 

4. Certain influential department heads had been advocating greater 
professional developrent opportunities for departnwt heads for saw t h .  
They understood the burdens of their leadership positions, and they 
recognized a need to improve cooperation across departnwtal units. 

5. A young, -11-educated, ambitious, and politically savvy Mayor established 
an atnmsphere at City Hall that encowaged municipal managers to reach out 
for mre, to take risks, and to raise expectations. Many department heads 
flourished within such an atnmsphem. 

In essence, recognition of a need for mre interdependent departmental units 
on the part of in£ luential unit heads coalesced with a favorable clirrrate for 
change established by the city's Mayor. 

Implaentation occurred in three stages be-en early 1 9 8 6 and the present. 
Two of the three stages were supported by EOCD funds combined with local 
resources. Stage one f m e d  on problem definition, whereas the second and 
third stages concentrated upon the identification and implementation of 
solutions to problems identified. The three stages are described separately. 

Staqe One 

Infoml discussions carried on by a small group of city managers over a 
period of months in early 1986 focused attention upon changes in the ways 
municipalities conduct business. These discussions identified common 
problems in need of action. Problems like time and stress mggnent, new 
yardsticks for accountability, and overseeing affirmative action and EEO 
policies and practices -re identified. The discussants recognized that these 
kinds of problems were faced by all of the city's managers and that the 
problems required positive responses. Hence, a group was assembled to 
recarmrand an appropriate course of action and to af f iliate with management 
specialists. 

The Digital Fquipent Corporation's Springfield plant hosted a work session 
several months later, involving members of the city's planning group, invited 
management consultants, all municipal government unit directors and key 
subordinates, Mayor Neal, and several guests. The half -day mting served to 
orient participants to the challenge and assess their specific needs. The 
Mayor and four members of the planning group spoke, and all participants 
responded to a management needs training questionnaire at the meeting. 
Responses to the needs survey helped frame the training desired by the 
participants. 

After the mting, an Executive Planning CQrmittee was fomlized by the Mayor 
to rmke things happen. Seven influential municipal IMnagers were selected to 
serve as camnittee rrrenbers. They assumed responsibility for the acquisition of 
funds to rrreet training needs identif ied. Contact with the C ~ m e a l t h '  s EOCD 
Incentive Aid Program staff generated the financial support called for to 
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initiate action. Subsequent contact with members of the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst generated the training plan. 

Various sites for the training w x e  discussed. Within-city training settings 
were considered initially, but re jected. Lmal training sites guaranteed easy 
access to telephones and offices, a reality that was vi& negatively by the 
planners. A training site was selected in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, because 
it mvd managers just far enough away f ram their daily duties to make off ice 
contact inconvenient. 

Four training specialists were commissioned to plan and carry out the 
municipal managers training seminar during June of 1986. Training addressed 
three broad th-s that reflected outccanes of the March needs assessment. The 
broad the~s wax? entitled: 

- Working Better, Not Harder 
- The Ccanputer as Management Pdjunct 
- Time, Stress, and Project Managmt 

Participants included the Mayor, 28 municipal managers, four trainers, two 
support staff, and an EOCD staff observer. 

Although the city of Springfield had had an interest in managenmt trainjng 
and developrrent training for aver ten years, this was the first time that a 
plan for municipal management development was conceived and i m p l m t & .  
Consequently, no one codd predict exactly how the participants would react to 
the training effort . Thus, every effort was mde to doam?nt reactions of the 
participants to the training initiatives. EMluations conducted following each 
training session and at the end of the program indicated that most 
participants' needs were  mt, mst participants believed their subordinates 
would benefit f ram a similar training experience, and mst participants hoped 
additional training could be arranged. 

Most importantly, a significant majority of the participants sustained the 
initiative w i t h i n  their mrk settings following the training experience. Many 
continued to meet with the members of the Executive Planning Camnittee to 
translate seminar ideas into concrete and cooperative actions. These 
camnunications rmde the next phase possible. 

The first mgement saninar raised the expectations of the city's managers 
considerably. Many profited personally f ram the training opportunity through 
exposure to effective ways to manage innovation, time, and use management 
tools such as carpters, according to evaluation feedback obtained. H a e v e r ,  a 
mre important outc~ne of the seminar for m y  was the realization that their 
group could becahoe a significant factor in confronting and resolving municipal 
problarrs . InterAe-tal cooperation and coordination, tm key ingredients 
related to successful institutional change, rere targeted for further study as 
an o u t m  of the seminar. 
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A different attitude was apparent during the fomtive sessions of Stage Two. 
Planning participants believed that they ere capable of resolving s m  of the 
City's persistent and thorny management problems, and reacted accordingly. 
They translated the three broad themes of the Pittsf ield gathering into four 
problems dmding imnediate attention - that is, 

(1) camnmication across d e w t s ,  
(2) cooperative resource utilization, 
(3) integration/ronsolidation of departmmts, and 
(4) budget/resource allocation. 

Then, funds ere obtained f m  m f s  Incentive Aid Pmgram again to initiate 
plans intended to address these problems. 

Prior to the acquisition of EOCD funds, the Executive Planning Camnittee took 
steps to solidify progress achieved thus far. All of the city's magers were 
grouped within one of three "areas of concern" - nmly, public services, 
public safety, and budget/finance - and asked to "brainstorm" ways to address 
the four problems mentioned above. Each group was asked to isolate and 
prioritize program capnents, to identify and discuss potential solutions to 
the problems, and to suggest ways to implemrrt the mst prcsnising solutions. 
These cannittee initiatives established a firm foundation for planning the 
second municipal managerf s sgninar. 

The second municipal manager's seminar was held in Plymouth, Massachusetts 
during November 1986, with approximately the same configuration of 
participants. It differed from the first meeting in three ways: first, 
management consultants served as group process facilitators rather than 
trainers; second, prel- mrk carried out by the three "areas of concern" 
groups provided a polnt of departure for deliberation at the mting; and 
third, specific proposals for implmtation in Springfield were expected to 
anerge f m  the deliberation. 

~thusiasm and candor characterized the deliberation process. Each group 
accepted the challenge differently. One group discussed general actions 
related to each of the broad th-s identified; a second group moved rapidly 
from general to specific discussion, whereas the third group narroclJed its 
f m ,  and then conceived a detailed proposal for implementation. Even so, 
overlap characterized the three groupsf deliberations. Two of the groups 
generated a m s t  identical recarmxdations for total group consideration. The 
large group deliberation of specific sub-group actions was targeted, positive, 
and productive. 

Perhaps the most important outcane of this saninar was a proposal to establish 
a municipal managanent and planning unit w i t h i n  the city g o v e m t .  Although 
the proposed administrative unit was described in different ways - for 
example, an executive camnittee, a cabinet, a council, a secretariat, or an 
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executive council - the intent was to install an administrative unit behem 
the Mayor and city managers. Figure 1 below depicts the intent. 

FIGURE 1 

m e  Mayor 
A 

The managers envisioned an intenmxiiary unit ccatrposed of five to eight roembers 
who would be drawn from functional departments of the City's management 
organization. Unit member selection, length of service, and primary 
responsibilities muld be up to the Mayor - although the group proposed that 
the general purposes of such a municipal management and planning cabinet might 
relate to such tkings as: 

- mng-range planning and capital i m p n t ;  
- General project oversight; - Managemmt coordination; 
- Interdepartmmtal problem resolution; and 
- Camnunication facilitation and flow. 

After the second training session, the city's managers adopted a proposal to 
establish formally, as part of the Mayor's office, and Executive Management 
Group. The pmpsal set forth three prenises: 

1. that this management group needed to create or facilitate a process for 
developing creative strategies to public service delivery and operations 
problgns ; 

2. that this managanent group could serve as a vital "link" in stimulating 
mre collective and cooperative interde-tal efforts; and 

3. that this m n a g m t  group could help implement the Mayor's vision of a 
mre efficient ard effective local gavernment and, thus, to help bring the 
future into clearer focus. 

The Mayur accepted the proposal enthusiastically and the exxutive management 
grcrup came into being. 
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Staqe Three 

Members of the new executive management group, called the Managmt and 
Planning Cabinet, convened for the first time in February 1987. At that 
meeting, agreement to accept responsibility for the resolution of two 
municipal problems was reached. The two problems - centralizing municipal 
operations and systematizing capital planning processes - occupied cabinet 
m r s '  attention throughout 1987. As part of the planning process, the 
Cabinet organized the city's managers into hm planning groups and focused 
their attention upon the Ism problens. CQmrunication break-downs within each 
group during the following months suggested that a need existed for a third 
managanent retreat. 

Plymouth, Massachusetts m s  the site chosen for the third municipal ~~nagers' 
conference, which was held during October 1987. This gathering differed from 
the previous meetings in three ways : first, mnagemmt consultants did not 
participate in any way; second, Ism briefing papers - which wze prepared and 
read prior to the meeting - framed the meeting agenda; and W, -11 and 
l~rge group work sessions were expected to yield acceptable solutions to the 
two problem areas. Unlike the first two meetings, the third meeting was 
financed entirely by municipal resources rather than EO2D resources. 

Consolidating certain "operating" deparbmnts of the City of Springfield has 
been a goal of local government for at least a decade. While it wasn't clear 
exactly h w  such a consolidation could be implewnted, m y  believd econanies 
could be achieved thmugh organizing major departments - DPW, Purchasing, 
Public Buildings, Parks, Weights & Measures, and possibly some other 
operations - in one location. 
The availability of a former Post Office facility on Taple-r Street in 
Springfield provided the size, location, and access needs for local planning. 
The building contained 225,000 square feet of space with a good deal of 
'outside' storage and parking. Based on these characteristics, the City 
purchased the building, and the planning process for utilizing the faciliw 
m s  begun. 

One of two seminar groups examined papers pre- to acquaint the rmbrs 
with the Tapley Street Central Operations facility's potential and problems. 
These papers spelled out issues related to the establishment of a centralized 
motor pool to illustrate specifics of the task at hand. Seminar members 
addressed the motor pool issue and then expanded the scope of their work as 
the meeting unfolded. Detailed plans were conceived and carried back to 
Springfield. 

The second seminar group focused attention upon papers prepared to acquaint 
the m m k r s  with the potential and problem of a systematized capital planning 
process. These papers spelled out ways in which individual departments would 
be able to benefit from a standardized and systematic approach to capital 
planning and budgeting. Seminar members explored a number of options to 
standardize and systematize the city's financial operations. This group 
acccsnplished a great deal during the seminar as well. 

Only a short time has elapsed since the thFrd m g e w n t  seminar concluded. 
Even so, signs of progress are clear. The Management and Planning Cabinet 
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assembled outccn~s of the seninar, fodated several proposals, rodified the 
proposals after feedback from seminar participants, and then offered the 
proposals to the Mayor and City Council. These proposals are being implmted 
c=urrent ly . 
DISCUSSION 

Since Springfield's municipal managers, prior to 1986, had not assembled - 
ever - to discuss and deal with common problems, thek participation in a 
training program that altered successfully the way business is conducted in 
the city was not~rthy. The initiative established a pattern of collaborative 
problan-solving which has proven to be mst productive. 

The training initiative was based upon outcarres of research reported in the 
organizational developrent and howledge diffusion literature. Actions like 
the following reflected the literature: 

- organizing an executive camnittee, consisting of influential city managers 
and staff, to take responsibility for all aspzts of the change initiative; 

- involving marmgemnt specialists during the early and middle stages of the 
initiative to focus activities; 

- o btainjng WCD financial support to embark upon a training mission that 
departed £ran "business-as-usual" for city mnagers; 

- conducting a systematic assessment of city mger's needs and then basing 
training plans upon the outcm; 

- conducting three training saninars in settings at least an hour's drive 
frcan the city; 

- conducting an evaluation of all aspects of the three sgninars; 

- insuring involvement of inf luential decision-IMkers (i .e., the Mayor and 
key manbers of the City Council) throughout the process; 

- -king tirrre during each sgninar for activities intended to build esprit 
de corps. 

~ ~ m v i n q  local governrrrent practice called for an organized effort in chanqinq 
local ga~enrment practice. Like any other bureaucracy, local governments tend 
to evolve certain familiar operational patterns and rrrethods of ~Qmnrnicating 
(or not coarmunicating ) about problems. local politics and "personalities, " as 
well as different governing structures, also account for how and why certain 
things do or do not get done in certain ways. It is probably also true that 
" tradition " generally overpowers I' innovation'' in most local government 
settings. The institutionalization of new ways of approaching local governmnt 
management problems in ~pring£ield was partially the result of fortuitous 
circumstances (e.g., availability of state funding devoted to local managemnt 
needs ) . In fact, the application for EOCD program funds was the financial and 
organizational "trigger" which started a series of local planning and 
implementation strategies designed to insure positive management change 
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outca~s. 'Ihe Springfield experience demnstratd that a local government is 
able to profit fraan a state initiative to improve municipal managmt. 

Although the list of what might constitute favorable conditions for municipal 
management change is not carved in stone, the experience in Springfield 
suggests that a minkml &ination of the factors expressed in the aggregate 
groups of questions below increase the chances of success: 

Characteristics of an Idea 

1 . Does the idea/proposal address a real, perceived need? H m  does one know? 
Is there evidence to support the priority of this need? 

2. Are the goals and the strategies for reaching these goals sufficiently 
clear and specific? 

3. Have possible misunderstandings related to the proposed action been 
anticipated and addressed? 

4 .  Is the idea/proposal difficult to communicate to others who will be 
involved with or affected by the change in municipal practice or 
operations? 

5. Is it possible to "divide" the idea/proposal into separate parts or pieces 
which can be pilot-tested or used on a limited basis? 

6 .  Can the necessary mterials/resources/sta££ be assembled to insure that 
the idea/proposal will be implat~~~ted successfully? 

Characteristics of an Omanizational Settinq 

1. IS there any local history of anything similar being proposed or tried? 

2. Is there any external support and/or pressure to change a particular 
aspect of municipal practice? 

3 .  Does the idea or plan offer opportunities for input and participation f m  
the individuals who will (of necessity) be involved in implementation and 
be affected by it? 

4 .  Are the resources and time available to implement the idea or proposal? 
Has anyone thought through those circumstances? 

Characteristics of External Support 

1. Does it seen likely that the support of other municipal officials can be 
secured? the Mayor or Town m g e r ?  Menbers of the City Council or Board 
of Sel-? Other influential mmbrs of the cammnity? 

2.  an one'esthte h w  much (if anythmg) the idea/proposal will cost? Has a 
source of funding been identified? 
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3 .  Has a clear explanation of the idedproposal - particularly those benefits 
which can be expressed in terms of cost (e.g., number of citizens 
affected , money saved/cos ts avoided, increased efficiency, etc . ) - teen 
mrked out? 

4. Has anyone considered whether or not there will be any unintended 
consequences as a result of the plans? 

5. Are plans structured so that interested persons can feel a sense of 
awnership in the expected outcanrts? 

Fdditional Information 
F'urther information or questions regarding m n a g m t  develogmmt and training 
in the City of Springfield can be obtained f m :  

Mr. Joseph Doherty, Director 
Personnel Dqarbwnt 
36 Court Street 

Springfield MA 01103 
(413)787-6068 


